CHEMISTRY ADDITION EXHAUST MANIFOLD PROJECT

ITEMS OF INTEREST:
• This alert includes a construction crane mobilization to support the Chemistry Addition facility ongoing project.
• ADA parking along Chemistry Way will be relocated to the adjacent parking lot.
• Sidewalk impacts will occur with ADA passage remaining a priority.
• Wilsdorf loading dock will remain accessible at all times for delivery vehicles and trash/recycling services. The Chemistry Way barricades are movable with the contractor moving the barricades for passage.
• A spotter will be present to ensure the coordination of pedestrian safety and crane activity.

SCHEDULE of IMPACT:
• 12.05.2022 (6:00am) – 12.16.2022 (6:00pm)
• Crane Location on Chemistry Way

BACKGROUND:
• The Chemistry Addition Exhaust Manifold Project is an Academic On-Demand renovation project that is underway. The project will incur interior and exterior impacts related to the exhaust manifold efforts.
• Jamerson-Lewis Construction is the contractor performing this work for UVA.

ISSUED BY:
• Taryn Spence, Sr. Project Manager, CC&R, tsh2n@virginia.edu, c 434.872.3154
• Amanda Farmer, Sr. Construction Manager, af5qe@virginia.edu, c 434.566.2736
PHOTOS/MAPS OF AREA AFFECTED:

12.05.2022, 6:00am, Monday

through

12.16.2022, 6:00pm, Friday

End of Alert